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Introduction

Strategic urban planners often use traffic and transit assignment models to estimate
flows of vehicles and people in transport networks, and to compute associated travel
times and costs. Such models provide information for other planning applications, such
as benefit-cost analyses, environmental impact assessments and public transpOrt
patronage projections

Many planning applications use aggregate measures of transport demand. Common
aggregate measures include total travel from one network zone to another, accumulated
vehicle flows on links and total network-wide vehicle kilometres travelled. Aggregate
measures of travel demand are quite satisfactory for most strategic planning purposes
and are relatively efficient for models to generate

There are Some applications, however, Where aggregate measures of demand do not
provide the detailed information that analysts may require A current Australian case
study provides a good example. The City Link tollway, recently opened in Melbourne,
now connects three freeways that formerly terminated at the northern, western and
eastern sides of the city's central activity district City Link is privately owned and
operated, with revenue raised from electronically-collected tolls. foil collection is
facilitated by vehicle-mounted transponders that identifY the carrier's tollway account
Detection equipment mounted on overhead gantries detects the presence of vehicle
transponders and enables the appropriate toll to be deducted from tollway users'accounts

Critical questions in the tasks of forecasting toll revenue and marketing transponders
ar·e: "Who will use the tollway?", "Why will they use it?", "How many people will travel
on it" and "Where will a transponder marketing campaign be most effective?" (The Age,
17 March 1998) A traditional traffic assignment could answer the "how many" and
"where" questions, but would be ill-equipped to answer the "who" and "why"
questions. Driver demographics could be collected by personal interviews or roadside
surveys, but this would be unconnected to the outputs of assignment models. The
problem is succinctly sununed up by Handy (1996):

"MOlt data on household trove! are collecte1 at a disaggregate level,
usualfy through household travel surveys, but researchers oj/en analyze
aggregate ~tatistic:s. rather than individual records:, "

How can the rich demographic information of a travel survey be incorporated directly
into an assignment process? This paper gives an overview of the issues involved in
answering this question, discusses how traditional assignment processes could be
enhanced with demographic information, and presents some results of an actual
working model, called RoadLink

Agg,·egate Demand and Supply Models

Ihe traditional four-step modelling process (see for example Ortiizar and Willumsen
1994) uses an aggregate representation of demand in each of the four steps (see Figure
I) The classical four steps are reiterated below.
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McPherson

From the outset of the four-step process, all the individual travel characteristics derived
tram the travel survey, census and land use models are absorbed into aggregate zonal
trip rates" Even if discrete choice modelling techniques ale used, in which individual
travel decisions are modelled (see for example Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985), the
results are still typically consolidated into a zonal OD matrix prior to assignment

While the representation of demand is generally aggregate in nature, so too is the
representation of supply - that is, the transport network In the case of a road network,
traffic sources and sinks are characterised by a set of zone centroids (there naturally
being one centroid for each zone). Ihe centroids are connected to the road system by
dummy links (centroid connectors) Centroid connectors also represent vehicle delays
in local streets, as the network itself usually comprises only major arterial road links

With the advent of geographic information systems (GIS), there has been a trend
towards more detailed representation of spatial data, including transport networks. A
number of modelling software packages have now moved towards an integrated GIS
and modelling paradigm, for example Caliper Corporation's TransCAD modelling
package Such an approach allows the interaction of transport models with a variety of
other spatial data - for example census population and employment data, satellite
photographs, pedestrian and bicycle networks, regional economic prqjections and asset
management systems

With the popularity of GIS, ready access to detailed spatial data and exponential leaps
in computer processing power, it is reasonable to assume that transport models will
become more detailed in the representation of networks and of individual travel (Spear
1996) Ihe modelling approach described in the following sections adopts this
philosophy

A disaggregate approach

In the earlier overview of conventional four-step modelling, we noted that travel
demand is expressed in a zone-ta-zone form e\IIly in the modelling process. Ihe key to
achieving disaggregate outputs from the assignment step is to maintain individual travel
and demographic information through each of the four steps in the process In other
words, the modeller only aggregates the travel data after the modelling process is
complete.. In doing so, the modeller has considerable flexibility in the way he or she
groups, analyses and reports the assignment results.

How can travel demand be kept in a disaggregate form throughout the process? The
approach adopted in the RoadLink model (described later) is as follows:

• express demand as a collection of point-ta-point trips;
• give a each trip an expansion factor so that the volume of expanded trips is

equivalent to the total trip-making population;
• determine the geographic coordinates of the origin and destination of each trip in the

transport network (commonly referred to as geocoding); and
• assign each trip to the network, using a point-ta-point assignment algorithm
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1Jfthese steps is discussed in further detail below

}',<iellland is expressed as a .col~e~tion of p~int-to-pointtr~p~, rather. th";" zone:to
,flows. Each trip is treated mdlvldually, With Its own ongm, destmatlOn, dnver

~6teristics and trip purpose A fOlmal zone system is not required, since the origin
tf<igstination points of the trips will be scattered throughout the netwOlk

establishment of an appropriate pattern of point-to-point demand is possibly the
fdifficult part of the disaggregate modelling process, both in concept and practice.
method adopted in the RoadLink model is to use responses from a household travel
eyidirectly as a point-to-point demand sample. A household travel survey is a

"enient choice, since it will typically collect infolmation on travellers' origins,
illations; trip purposes and personal characteristics The sampling scheme and non
1JllSerates in the survey will control the expansion factors given to each repOlted

(McPherson 1999)

appropriate survey would need to include

acomplete geographic coverage of the study area; and
a sufficiently large sampling rate to obtain a fine resolution of origin and destination

]Joints

gXternal trips (that is, trips that originate or terminate outside the study area) are not
Ilected by the survey, then a pattern of external trips will need to be derived by other

eans.
!lcea demand profile has been created, each trip's endpoints are geocoded to
propriate points in the network. In a conventional computer representation, a network

Bl1sists of a set of links connected at node points The nodes will commonly occur at
intersections, but may also be present at mid-block points to maintain the geographic
~Sfuracy of a curving road The geocoding process determines the node that best
'mlitShes a stated trip endpoint (usually - but not always - the closest node to the

eIidpoint)

'.p.g,final step in the disaggregate modelling process is to assign each o~ the individual
~l'~onto the network This is done in a point-to-point fashion, as individual paths are
gf!l~rated for each origin-destination pair. The following section contrasts the
~isaggregate assignment process with some of the more commonly used assignment

techniques

~isaggregate assignment and path-finding algorithms

;S0!lventional equilibrium assigornent methods are generally formulated as optimisation
l'r?grams in which drivers choose routes in such a way that" .no driver can reduce his
[?r herj journey time by choosing a new route" (Wardrop 1952) Extending this in
?,ore general terms, drivers seek to minimise some perceived travel cost (of which time
)~a component). Readers interested in assigornent algorithms are invited to consult one
pfthe mooy texts on the subject (for example, Sheffi 1985, Bell aud lida 1997, Ran and

lIoy"e 1996)
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A key component of any assignment procedure is the technique used to find optimum
paths in the network. The optimum path problem is well-documented in the operations
research literature. In a zone-based trip assignment, the path-fmding algorithm needs to
find optimum paths from each zone to every other zone - in other words a many-to
many mapping ofpaths

Disaggregate assignment, on the other hand, requires a one-to-one mapping from single
origins to single destinations Each trip record in the demand data set is assigned in a
point-to-point manner by determining a single path from origin to destination .. The
classical many-to-many and one-to-many algorithms, such as those of Floyd (1962) and
Dijkstra (1959), are often not the most efficient choice for one-to-one path-finding. The
method used in the Roadlink model is an efficient heuristic path-finding technique
based on the A' algorithm (Hart, Nilsson and Raphael 1968) The A' (pronounced "A
star") algorithm limits the amount of searching for alternative paths in the network by
"intelligently" guiding the search from the origin towards the destination (see Figure 2)
A comprehensive discussion of the heuristic functions that guide the path-finding is
presented in Pearl (I 984}

Figure 2: A comparison of conventional (Dijkstra) and A* algorithm efficiency
t,

As a further refinement of the path-finding process, the Roadlink model uses route
information provided by the survey respondents to enhance the realism of the paths For
example, if a survey respondent said that she travelled from central Melbourne to the
inner eastern suburb of Hawthorn using Hoddle Street, Barkers Road and Glenferrie
Road, then the RoadL ink model wonld ensure the path included these named streets. A
complete description of the algorithm and associated difficulties (such as misspelled
street names) is beyond the scope of this paper, but is discussed in detail in McPherson
(1999)

The path-finding algorithm is applied to each origin-destination pair, resulting in a
pattern of paths across the network. The path pattern will overlap both spatially and
temporally: spatially because many paths will share the same links, and temporally
because many journeys will share the same time periods during the day. In this respec~

RoadLink is a dynamic model because it assigns portions of each trip to different time
periods, depending on the trip's departure time and duration
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0"IltiOllal assignment, the flow pattern is expressed as a vector (or table) of link
J'~ach time period Most popular assignment methods then use an iterative
~f.updating the travel costs on each link and generating new paths based on the
sis.The new link costs ale typically governed by a speed-flow relationship
f~lates the capacity, liee-flow speed, flow and travel time on the link. As flow

~sestravel times also increase, making the link less attractive for travel. In the
Lmktllodel, Akgelik's time-dependent travel time relation was used, because it has
#~1igorous theoretical basis than some of the other commonly used speed-flow
'§~ships (Akgelik 1991) The Akgelik functions were calibrated on the basis of
.11()\\,speeds and capacities used by the Victorian state road authority in their
gichighway model ofMelbourne

.ld~iassignment iteration, a new flow vector is generated for the computed link
costs. The final flow vector is then taken as a linear combination of the flow
"from the iterations, The main deterministic assignment methods differ in how
ilIiearcombinations are derived,

i""ggregate approach, it is important not to separate the flow pattern into a vector
~di"idual link flows. Doing so would entail discarding the connectivity of the

1t@.etepath and the demographic information related to the trip.. Instead, the
~ggregate process stores complete paths on each assignment iteration so that full path
·tl1I'~yell.er information is maintained An iterative process may still be used -path-

~;Ilpdating travel costs andapplying a linear combination of flows - but the linear
mations apply to a vector of paths, rather than a vector of sepalate flows

ii?~icomplete paths, rather than link flows, comes at a considerable cost The
olJIl1iof computer storage required to maintain the paths is many times greater than

ofaconventional assignment. The problem is exacerbated if a detailed network
~riillfpnany links is used In the RoadLink model, which embodies the principles
:~a~gregate assignment, the number of iterations able to be completed was severely
~d;lbree iterations of a 50,000 path data set with a 230,000 link network required

rp."imately 300 megabytes of storage space. Despite this limitation, it is anticipated
futllre computer processing power and memory technology will comfortably deal
path storage requirements i
following sections discuss how these principles were put into practice - firstly the
ce of travel survey information, then the model itself and finally a case study of the

odel's application

a
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~~"iCt()rian Activity and Travel Survey

eitravel survey used in this study is the Victorian Activity and Travel Survey
",TS) Conceived in 1993 by the Transport Reseal'ch Centr'e, then at the University of
~11Joume and later at RMII University, VATS is an ongoing household travel survey

~~tcbllects detailed travel information within the Melbourne Statistical Division, The
~~eyis one of the largest of its type in the world, with approximately 5000 households
3~sponding each year since the project's inception at the end of 1993 For an overview
f~esurvey'soperation and derivation ofexpansion factors see Richardson, Ampt and
~yburg (1995) or McPherson (1999)
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Each responding household reports each trip made by occupants using a 24 hour travel
diary. All travel by all modes is considered in the survey: car, public transport and
bicycle trips - even walking the dog! Each trip in the VATS sample is weighted by an
expansion factor to reflect total population movements, according to Australian Census
figures In each year of data collected, approximately 20,000 car driver trips are
reported

Each VATS car driver trip has a variety of data associated with it. The variables of
particular interest in the disaggregate assigmnent process are listed in Table 1 below

lable 1: VAI'S data used in tbe disaggr'egate assignment process

Variable Description

Trip identifier Unique identifier that allows the trip to be linked to
individual and household information collected in the survey

Origin and destination Coordinates ofthe trip's origin and destination

Streets used Up to six names of streets used between the origin and
destination

Weight The trip's expansion factor

Departure time Time of day, day of week and date of trip conunencement

The trip identifier can be used to link the trip with other information collected in the
survey, such as driver age, vehicle type and trip purpose This raises the important issue
of maintaining the privacy of individuals, particvlarly where individual trips are being
modelled In VATS, home addresses are not stored with the data, and a random
component is introduced to the geographic coordinates of home locations so that the
individual residences cannot be deduced fiom trip origins and destinations.

The trip origin and destination coordinates are used to geocode the trip endpoints to a
detailed GIS representation of the Melbourne road network. The path-finding algorithm
uses the nominated street names to fit the path to actual streets the driver used,
enhancing the realism of the final path.. The weight is used to compute the traffic flow
contribution of the trip and the departure time allows the model to take into account
congestion effects at different times of the day.

I'he RoadLink user interface

The RoadLink software package is a modelling tool that implements on-screen
mapping, a road network inventory, path-finding algorithms and disaggregate
assigmnent. The software was designed with a graphical GIS-style interface in line with
recent trends in transport planning software and computer operating systems,
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Figure 4: Input of link properties

Figure 5: Input of intersection properties

Experimental Results

RoadLink was used to assign car driver trips from two years of VATS data. The
assignment was performed on a highly derailed Melbourne network containing some
230,000 links and 80,000 intersections Due to the heavy storage requirements, only
three assignment iterations were possible. In addition, the assigned VATS data did not
contain any external trips (with origins or destinations outside Melbourne), nor did they
contain a full representation of commercial vehicles. The resulting modelled flows
therefore were expected to underestimate actual flows by approximately 10-20%
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The purpose of the case study is not to draw any specific conclusions about travel
patterns on Burwood Highway, but rather to give examples of how demographic
information can be linked with path data to enhance the information available from a
household travel survey

Figure 7: Modelled and observed individnallink flows (24 hour- scaled)

One simple output readily available fiom a disaggregate assignment is a 'select-link'
plot of vehicle paths A link (or series of links) is selected, and all traffic using the link
is traced to its origins and destinations Figure 8 shows a select-link plot with the routes
of all respondents who use any part of Burwood Highway Ihis plot demonstrates
significant flows in the immediate vicinity of the highway, with flows gradually
dispersing in more distant areas.. At the western end of the highway (Toorak Road) a
large proportion of traffic diverts to the South Eastern Freeway en route to the city. An
interesting feature of this plot not normally available from traffic assignments is the
infiltration of flow into local streets (shown by the fi~e offshoots from the flow on the
main arterials)
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Disaggregate assignment is well-suited to select-link analyses, since all vehicle paths
are stored as part of the assignment process The modeller simply extracts those paths
from the path database that meet the required select-link criteria In the above example,
we extracted all weekday trips using Burwood Highway - but we could, for example,
have just as easily selected morning peak commuter trips, or non-business trips, or
single-occupant vehicle trips or trips that had travel times less than ten minutes

Cross-sectional traffic profiles are other primary outputs fiom the disaggregate
assignment process. In a cross-sectional profile, the modeller chooses links of interest,
then examines the composition of drivers, trip purposes, travel times and vehicle types
using the links. Figure 9 shows a cross-sectional profile of trip purposes between
Blackbum and Springvale Roads, a section of Burwood Highway with fairly high traffic
volumes
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Cross-sectional profiles can be compared at different locations along a traffic corridor to
give a longitudinal profile of the corridor's use Figure la, for example, shows the
number of vehicles on chosen sections of Burwood Highway that are travelling on an
education-related purpose. Ihis figure shows a high concentration of education trips
near Station Street where Oeakin University's Burwood campus is located

Figure 9: !rip purpose profile

Figure 10: Longitudinal profile of education trips along Burwood Highway
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